Love is a fire that burns unseen,
a wound that aches yet isn’t felt,
an always discontent contentment,
a pain that rages without hurting,
a longing for nothing but too long,
a loneliness in the midst of people,
a never feeling pleased when pleased,
a passion that gains when lost in thought.

Luis Vaz da Caminha, Portuguese poet

In the aesthetic balance in the matrix of the group (and beyond) there has to be room for Eros and Thanatos, to the destructive aggression (sadomasochism) and to the constructive aggression linked to the erotic and that is creativity.

Eduardo Luiz Conrado, Group-Analyzer
Programme

12.30-14.00  Participants welcoming and registration
14.00-14.10  Opening session
Paula Carvalho | Chair, Local Organizing Committee
Zoe Voyatzaki | Chair, EGATIN
Sara Ferro | President, SPG

14.15-15.15  Love, Passion and Intimacy in Group Analysis and in Training
Zoe Voyatzaki | Chair
Jane Campbell | All We Need is Love...
Mortis Nitsun | Sexuality in the Group: Problems and Potentials
Isabel Fialho | How Much Love Can Pain Take...

16.15-16.45  Coffee break
16.45-18.15  Small group discussion
18.15-18.30  Break
18.30-20.00  Large group
Conductors: Isaura Neto and Mick Fahy
20.15  Reception cocktail with dinner and Fado singer

21.00-22.30  souvenir shop

29th April

09.00-10.00  Delegates Sensitivity Meeting
(Delegates and individual members only)

10.05-11.45  Policy Meeting of EGATIN (Observers welcome)

11.00-11.30  Coffee Break

11.30-13.00  Annual General Meeting (Observers welcome)

Payment details

Account name: Sociedade Portuguesa de Grupanalise
Bank: Millennium
IBAN: PT50 0033 0000 00015269790 52
BIC/SWIFT: BCOMPTPL

Registration becomes effective with your payment. All bank charges must be paid by the registrant. There are no bank charges if you use SEPA bank transfer from EU-currency countries. Please make sure to include the name of the participant as well as to submit your registration.

EGATIN Committee

Zoe Voyatzaki | email: zoevoy@hol.gr | Chair
Amelie Noack | Jose Miguel Sunyer | Heribert Knott
Paula Carvalho | Mick Fahy | Vera Balabanova

Local organizing and scientific committee
Paula Carvalho | Chair
Susana Esteves, Celeste Narciso, Domingos Silva, Liliana Cardoso, Luis Filipe, Mafalda Silva (administrator)

For further information:
Mafalda Silva (contact person) tel./fax: +351 218 460 622
e-mail: egatin2012@gmail.com

Accommodation

Hotel Lutecia****
Avenida Frei Manuel Contreiras, number 52, Lisbon 1749-086
Transport: Roma tube station (green line) | 1 station, 15 min. by foot
www.luteciahotel.com  t.: +351 218413300

Hotel Roma***
Avenida de Roma, number 33, Lisbon 1749 – 074
Transport: Roma tube station (green line) | 1 station, 15 min. by foot
www.hoteleroma.pt  t.: +351 217932244

Hotel Vip Executive Saldanha ****
Rua Fernão Lopes, number 25, Lisbon 1000-132
Transport: Saldanha tube station (yellow line)
www.vphotels.com  t.: +351 213309620

Hotel Vip Executive Villa Rica****
Avenida 5 de Outubro, number 295, Lisbon 1600-035
Transport: Entrecampos tube station (yellow line)
www.vphotels.com  t.: +351 210043000

Hotel Alif Campo Pequeno***
Av. João XXI, number 80, Campo Pequeno, Lisbon 1000-301
Transport: Campo Pequeno tube station (yellow line)
www.alifhotels.com  t.: +351 217828219 222

Rossio Patio Hostel Shared: 14 euros
Private: 25 euros
Estatão do Rossio, 2nd floor, Lisbon 1200
Transport: Rossio tube station (green line) | 8 stations
www.rossiopatio.com  t.: +351 213466457

Lisbon Shialo Hostel Shared: 13 euros
Private: 24 euros
Rua Anchieta, number 5 – 3rd floor, Lisbon 1200-023
Transport: Baixa-Chiado tube station (green line) | 9 stations
www.shialohostel.com  t.: +351 213472277

Lisbon Youth Hostel Shared: 16 euros
Private: 44 euros
Rua Andrade Corvo, number 46, Lisbon 1050-009
Transport: Picaos tube station (yellow line)

Hosts

Hostellers Award 2010
Travelers House Shared: 15 euros
Rua Augusta, number 89, 1st floor Lisbon 1100-048
Transport: Rossio tube station (green line) | 8 stations
www.travelershouse.com  t.: +351 210115922

Kitsch Hostel Shared: 9 euros
Private: 20 euros
Praca dos Restauradores, number 65, Lisbon 1250-188
Transport: Restauradores tube station (blue line)
www.kitschhostel.com  t.: +351 213474362

For further information:
http://www.hostelbookers.com
http://www.booking.com

Registration Fee

origin  prior to 1st March  thereafter
West Europe Participants  200 €  240 €
East Europe Participants  160 €  200 €
West Europe Trainees  120 €  140 €
East Europe Trainees  100 €  120 €
Accompanying persons (welcome reception, gala dinner and guided tour)  90 €

Participants may apply to a 50% bursary.
For further information contact us.

Registration online: by email:
www.egatin.net  egatin2012@gmail.com